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Modeling the multivariate spatial distribution of soil carbon and nutrients has been
a challenge for ecosystem ecologists. There is a need for explanatory models, which
give insight into socio-economic and biophysical controls on soil spatial variability.
We propose a hierarchical Bayesian modeling speciﬁcation, an approach that takes
into account the spatial covariates as well as the inter-dependent nature of soil
nutrients and carbon pools. We develop the model to explain variability in soil
nutrient and carbon pools in the Central Arizona Phoenix Metropolitan region where
soil-composition has changed considerably over the years due to socio-economic
factors. A fully Bayesian statistical analysis of how these changes have affected soil
nutrients provides insight as to how socio-economics inﬂuence changes in ecology.
Our model included ﬁve geomorphic, ecological, and socio-economic independent
variables that were used to predict soil total N, organic C, inorganic C, and
extractable PO3−
4 . Using six levels of hierarchy, we ﬁt a suitable spatial hierarhical
model. Using a Bayesian co-kriging strategy, we generate appropriate values used
for predictions at new locations where covariate information is unavailable. We
compare prediction results from standard models and show that our model is richer
and so is the interpretation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that
applies hierarchical Bayesian modeling techniques and kriging strategies to study
multivarate soil nutrient and carbon concentrations. We conclude a discussion of
our ﬁndings and the broader ecological applicability of our modeling style.
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1. Introduction
In this article, we handle the problem of modeling and analyzing the spatial
distribution of soil variables that are correlated with each other, spatially
autocorrelated due to unmeasured factors, using a variety of independent variables
that reﬂect both traditional ecological and less conventional socioeconomic drivers,
and then interpolate data from sparse measurement points to the rest of the
landscape where independent variables have not been measured. The main purpose
of this article is to describe a new approach to the problem of modeling soil chemical
distributions using hierarchical Bayesian modeling approach.
Two of the most basic metrics of ecosystem structure are the quantities of
carbon (C) and nutrients stored in soil. Organic carbon is of interest because it
constrains the quantity of energy available for soil food webs and because soils
store a large fraction of global surface C (Amundson, 2001). Inorganic C pools
reﬂect long-term ecosystem water and salt balances. Nutrient pool sizes affect plant
productivity and soils are a sink for anthropogenic nutrient pollution (Aber et al.,
1998). Given this universal importance, it is not surprising that ecologists have spent
decades trying to understand variability in soil carbon and nutrient storage both
within a given site and across landscapes and regions (Burke et al., 1989; Kaye et al.,
2002, 2005; Parton et al., 1987; Robertson et al., 1997).
In previous studies, a common approach to modeling variability has been to
assemble soil carbon and nutrient data from many sites and use traditional multiple
regression techniques to determine which independent variables are signiﬁcant
predictors of nutrient and carbon pools (Burke et al., 1989; Kaye et al., 2002).
While this approach provides estimates of variability in regional soil carbon storage,
it has several weaknesses. First, large scale studies oversimplify the region by
restricting analyses to a few landscape components (e.g., just natural or agricultural
portions) and these components are generally described by separate models. By
avoiding urban ecosystems, these models also simplify the potential drivers of
soil chemical variability by excluding socioeconomic measures from the list of
independent variables. Second, large scale studies are generally based on very sparse
soil sampling. Many rely on soil surveys (e.g., USDA NRCS data) data that
characterize the chemistry of one soil pit to map soil properties over hundreds of
square kilometers. Sparse data make it difﬁcult to scale from the soil pit to the
region because simple linear interpolation between points is unrealistic and more
sophisticated scaling assumes that independent variables are well known between
sample points. Sparse data also are problematic because many unknown drivers
of soil chemistry are not included in the model and can not (because sample
locations are often not explicitly known) be incorporated as spatial autocorrelation.
At smaller scales, spatial autocorrelation has been taken into account, explaining
large portions of within site variability (Ettema and Wardle, 2002; Robertson et al.,
1997).
A ﬁnal shortcoming of traditional regression approaches is that multiple soil
processes are not modeled simultaneously, even when we know they are correlated.
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For example, in trying to understand how C and N vary across a landscape separate
models are constructed for each element, despite the fact that C:N ratios are known
to be quite predictable. It would be advantageous, and more realistic, to include C
and N (and other elements) in the same model, so that variability in one soil pool
could be used to inform the model prediction of other soil pools of interest.
Here we describe a hierarchical Bayesian solution to the problem of
modeling the spatial distribution of multiple soil chemistry across a landscape of
heterogeneous landuse where prediction at newer spatial locations are restricted by
unavailability of some of the covariates. We now discuss the modeling issues in more
detail.

2. Modeling Background and Issues
Various modeling lineages have been developed and applied to explain soil-nutrient
and carbon concentrations (Bossatta and Agren, 1991; Burke et al., 1989; Kaye
et al., 2002; Parton et al., 1987; Robertson et al., 1997 and many others) with
little attempt at synthesis. These include deterministic and stochastic models,
phenomenological and mechanistic models, spatial and non spatial models.
The development of satisfactory stochastic models does raise a number of
methodological issues. Here, we offer an overview of a critical subset of these issues.
First, there is a matter of modeling style. Do we employ a phenemenological
model that attempts to relate different data layers, each measuring different
variables or mechanistic models that attempt to simulate ecosystem properties
via a fundamental understanding of processes? If the process was temporal, then
should it be extended to a dynamic version or is a static view of the processes
adequate? There is no simple right or wrong answer to these choices. In our case,
a static-phenomenological model was the clear choice because (1) we did not have
a sound mechanistic understanding of controls on variability in soils across the
region; and (2) our dataset included only a one-time snapshot of soil properties
without information on temporal dynamics. Here we must note that no proposed
explanatory model is correct, but some are more useful than the others. Also,
no proposed explanatory model establishes causality, merely relationship. In our
case, we hypothesized that typical geomorphic and ecological variables might be
important correlates of soil properties in desert ecosystems, but that socio-economic
variables would be more important determinants of soil properties in urban and
agricultural ecosystems.
When data layers are to be inter-related, they can be introduced at various
layers of the hierarchical speciﬁcation, which becomes an explanatory model for
the process (Wu and David, 2002). In this speciﬁcation, the lowest is one response
variable. This modeling strategy is referred to as hierarchical or multilevel modeling.
Here, for example, the hierarchical levels for the full model include the four
soil-nutrient concentrations, percent of area covered with lawn, and percent of
impervious area in the plot. This approach allows for considerable ﬂexibilty in
modeling and the possibility of incorporating mechanistic components in linking
certain levels. Hierarchical modeling is achieving increased utilization in analyzing
data collected from complex processes (see e.g., Clark, 2005; Gelfand et al., 2003,
2004; Wikle, 2003).
In the context of explaining soil nutrient characteristics, the data layers are
inherently spatial. Data that are obviously spatial should be modeled in an
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explicitly spatial fashion. Only rarely has this been done in modeling soil-nutrient
concentrations, and where spatial models have been developed, the analysis does not
interconnect the data layers. While there may be issues of model choice in providing
spatial structure, it seems clear that measurements which are closer to each other in
space should be more strongly associated than those farther from each other.
Another challenge of using a phenomenological model is that extrapolation
or interpolation from measured data points requires complete data layers for
explanatory variables outside the measurement points. For at least some data layers
there will be missing data. Usually, ecologists and soil scientists assign a value based
on a “best guess” or mean from known samples (e.g., all soils within the same
soil series have the same soil C value). Models of spatial association for gridded
data assume there are no missing observations. To accommodate such holes in the
dataset, kriging (i.e., statistical prediction of missing values) provides an alternative
to subjective assignments of values for explanatory variable that are not measured
at points where soil characteristics are being predicted by the model. That is to say,
one kriges observations at the missing locations according to the likelihood of the
different possible values. Such kriging must be done randomly. Moreover, in the
presence of missing values, multiple kriging are necessary in order to capture the
effect of the uncertainty associated with kriging. Christensen and Ameniya (2002)
have dealt with latent variable models in the multivariate context, where as our
approach can be seen as a way to handle variables that are observed at some
locations, but unobserved in others. Our approach may be viewed as a theoretically
equivalent version to Wackernagel’s (1998) model of corregionalization, but here the
parametrization is different, and hence the computational aspect to the problem is
easier to tackle. We observe that hierarchical spatial approach for multivariate data
has also been applied in a non Gaussian setting in Liu et al. (2005). Commonly
used constructive approaches also include a moving average (kernel convolution
approach), as suggested in Ver Hoef and Barry (1998).
In our analysis, two important explanatory variables were not available outside
of our sample collection points so we designed an Bayesian kriging strategy that
accounts for both stochasticity and spatial structure in the independent variables.

3. The Dataset
The research was conducted within and around the Phoenix Metropolitan area of
3.5 million people (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). Natural vegetation in the region
is Sonoran desert, but Native American irrigation agriculture was prevalent up to
the 1400’s and Anglo American agriculture and urbanization have occupied large
portions of the region since the 1950s (Fig. 1). Most of the agricultural land is ﬂood
irrigated and urban land includes both xeric (desert-like) and mesic landscaping
with various modes of irrigation. Annual daily (1948–2003) maximum and minimum
temperatures are 30 and 15 C, respectively, and annual average rainfall is 193 mm.
The study region was a roughly rectangular area of 6,400 km2 that included the
city and surrounding agricultural lands and desert (Fig. 1). We use probability-based
sampling to acquire a spatially dispersed, unbiased group of sample points from the
region (Peterson et al., 1999; Stevens, 1997). A randomized, tessellation-stratiﬁed
design was achieved by superimposing a 4 km × 4 km grid on the study area, giving
462 potential sampling units. We expected that landscape heterogeneity would be
greater in the urban core (Luck and Wu, 2002), so a random sample point was
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Figure 1. Land-use in Phoenix (Stefanov et al., 2001).

assigned within every square inside the urban core and in every third square outside
that area, giving a total sample size of 206. No a priori stratiﬁcation according land
cover, land use type, or other characteristics was used.
At each of the sample points, a 30 m × 30 m plot (the size of a Landsat
Thematic Mapper pixel) centered on the randomly assigned sites located with the
aid of a Global Positioning System (Trimble Pro XRS real-time satellite corrected
mapping grade unit) regardless of land cover or ownership was selected. Access was
granted to all but 8 sites, 6 of these were relocated to the nearest (within 100 m)
similar accessible site, but for 2 sites access was denied and no suitable surrogate
could be found, giving a total of 204 sample sites. Soil cores were taken using
a hand-impacting corer (2.5 cm diameter to a depth of 30 cm) at four points in
each plot. Core samples were separated into 0–10 cm (top) and 10–30 cm (bottom)
depth intervals. Soils from the four cores for each depth were composited and
refrigerated. At a small number of survey plots where the entire surface was covered
by impervious urban surface, soil samples were collected from the nearest accessible
site within 100 m of the plot boundary. The composite samples were sieved (2 mm)
at ﬁeld moisture, air dried, and homogenized by hand. To determine available
P pool sizes, a 10 g sample was extracted with NaHCO3 and ortho-phosphate
concentrations were determined colorimetrically (Clesceri et al., 1998). For other
analyses, a subsample was ground to a ﬁne powder and analyzed for total N and
C by dry combustion elemental analysis and for inorganic C by pressure calcimeter
(Sherrod et al., 2002). An additional soil core (5 cm diameter by 15 cm deep) was
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collected at the center of each plot. The main land use categories used in our analysis
were: (1) urban residential with xeric vegetation N = 22; (2) urban residential
with mesic vegetation N = 23; (3) urban residential with a mixture of xeric and
mesic vegetation N = 8; (4) urban non residential (includes industrial, commercial,
transportation, parks, and golf courses; N = 41); (5) water N = 4; (6) desert
N = 73; (7) agriculture N = 23; and (8) a mixture of multiple land-use types
N = 11.

4. Model Details
We model the joint distribution of the natural logarithms of Total Nitrogen
(Y1 ), Organic Carbon (Y2 ), Inorganic Carbon (Y3 ), and Total Phosphorous
(Y4 ) concentrations gm/m2 ). Let Y1j  Y2j  Y3j , and Y4j denote the corresponding
concentrations in the jth spatial location. We also observe at each plot percent of
lawn cover, Lj , slope (meters), Sj , elevation (meters), Ej , percent of impervious area
(Pj ), and a categorical variable j (1–0) measuring whether or not the plot was
ever used in agriculture. In order to achieve model parsimony these 5 explanatory
variables were chosen from a suite of 13 explanatory variables by observing that
each of the coefﬁcients for the remaining eight variables yielded 95% credible
intervals that contained zero. Lastly, let W·j denote the spatial random effects in the
model Y·j = T·j + W·j + ·j , where T·j is the part that corresponds to the spatial
regression component, and ·j is random noise. The notations of the variables used
in the model are given in Table 1.
In specifying the distribution, our concern is not only to explain the four kinds
of soil-nutrient concentrations with the the remaining ﬁve explanatory variables, but
also to predict at new locations (for the purpose of kriging). In this regard, it is
important to note that among the ﬁve explanatory variables, percent of impervious
area and percent of lawn cover are not available at new locations. The remaining
three explanatory variables are available for non sampled locations. (Land-use
categories are signiﬁcant covariates for the percent of impervious area and percent
of lawn cover and so a sixth variable, namely the land-use is incorporated in the
model. Note that this covariate information is available for any location in the area

Table 1
Notations corresponding to the variables
used in the model
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
S
E

P
L
LU

log Total Nitrogen
log Organic Carbon
log Inorganic Carbon
log Total Phosphorous
slope (meters)
elevation (meters)
= 0 if never in agriculture,
= 1 if ever used in agriculture
percent of impervious area
percent of lawn cover
Land use category
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of our interest.) Hence, to address this issue, we treat percent of impervious area
and percent of lawn cover as stochastic processes.
As a result, there are now six stochastic processes in the model and the joint
distribution form becomes fL P Y1  Y2  Y3  Y4  S E  LU. We factor this joint
distribution as
fP  S E  LUfL  P S E  LUfY1  L P S E  LU   
fY4 Y3  Y2  Y1  L P S E  LU

(1)

Let us consider the ﬁrst distribution in (1). This is the model for percent of
impervious area. We assume that the Pj are conditionally jointly Gaussian given
the Sj  Ej  j , and LU j (we take the log transformation to symmetrize the very
skewed data). And thus, there is also a spatial random effect in this Gaussian model,
WPj , so that the Pj are conditionally independent and identically distributed given
S E  LU, and WP . A similar interpretation goes for the conditional distribution
of the percent of lawn-cover given Pj , Sj , Ej , j , and LU j .
We have:


iid
Pj  S E  WP ∼ N P0 + P  S Sj · · · + P  LU LU j + WPj  P2


iid
(2)
Lj  P S E  WL ∼ N L0 + L  P Pj + · · · + LLU LU j + WLj  L2
j = 1     N
We now consider the third distribution in (1). This is the Total Nitrogen model.
We assume that the Y1j are conditionally jointly Gaussian given the Pj , Lj , Sj , Ej , j ,
and LU j (we take the log transformation to symmetrize the very skewed data). And
thus there is also a spatial random effect in this Gaussian model, W1j , so that the
Y1j are conditionally independent and identically distributed given P L S E  LU,
and W1 . We thus have


iid
Y1j  P L S E  WP ∼ N 10 + 1  P Pj + 1  L Lj + · · · + W1j  1  LU LU j 12
j = 1     N
In the case of the second distribution in (1), the log transformation of the
organic carbon, we again assume conditionally independent Gaussian distribution,
given a spatial random effect W2 and have

iid
Y2  P L S E  LU W2 ∼ N 20 + 2  P Pj + 2  L Lj + 2  S Sj + 2  E Ej + 2   j

+ 2  LU LU j + W2j  22 
For the third and fourth distributions in (1), we have similar assumptions. In
general, the conditional distribution of Yij , given Yi−1j      Y1j  j = 1     N , the
explanatory variables and a spatial component Wij are independent Gaussian over i
and j. Speciﬁcally, we have:
Y1j  L P S E  LU W1


iid
∼ N 10 + 1  P Pj + 1  S Sj + 1  E Ej + 1   j + 1  LU LU j + W1j  12
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(3)

+ i  LU LU j + Wij  i2  i = 2 3 4
In all of the distribution speciﬁcations (2) and (3), the ·j ’s are regressian
coefﬁcients while the W·j ’s are spatial random effects, and are anticipated to capture
the spatial dependence of the corresponding variables. Unlike usual random effects
which are assumed to be independent and identically distributed normal variables,
the distributions of the W ’s are speciﬁed by a joint covariance matrix where
covW·j  W·j   =

2
·

exp−

·

jj  

Here, jj  is the distance between the jth and the j  th plot. The ’s capture the
spatial variance of the spatial random effects and the ’s capture the rate of decay
of the spatial random effects. The spatial random effects across each of the variables
are assumed as independent.
The order of the hierarchical steps assumed in this model in (2) and in (3) have
nothing special about the hierarchy. We could have as well started with organic
carbon at the upper level, nitrogen at the lower level, and so on. Since in each
of these cases the joint distribution is fully speciﬁed, we note that no matter what
the permutations among the hierarchical steps are, as long as the responses are
the four soil variables, the models are essentially equivalent and hence similar in
performance.
The hierarchical conditional model as in (2) and (3) was introduced by Royle
and Berliner (1999) in a spatial context. Schmidt and Gelfand (2003) showed
that this model is equivalent to the corregionalization model (Wackernagel, 1998)
and performs better than models that are weaker in assumption. “Weaker in
assumption” might mean, for example, a model such as (1) which does not have
some or all of the hierarchical steps. Including all the response variables in the
same model via the hierarchy can improve model performance as opposed to non
inclusion of some of the response variables (Schmidt and Gelfand, 2003).

5. Fitting and Inference Details
The model deﬁned in (1) as described by (2) and (3) is referred to as a multilevel
or hierarchical speciﬁcation. At the lowest level, we have percent impervious area,
then the percent lawn-cover, and after that the total nitrogen and so on, until
ﬁnally the total phosphorous. This model is of high dimension with unknowns,
P· , WP· , P , P , P , L· , WL· , L , L , L , i· , Wi· , i , i ,
i , i = 1 2 3 4. Fitting of this model is feasible only in the Bayesian framework.
That is, we have already provided the joint distribution for P L Y1  Y2  Y3  Y4
given the model parameters. If we view these latter variables as random and add
a so-called prior distribution for them, we have a complete model speciﬁcation.
This means we have speciﬁed the joint distribution of all the variables in the
hierarchical model. With this joint distribution, we can provide inference regarding
any aspect of the model. The prior distribution of the W·j was described above.
For ··  ·  · , and · , the general approach is to use whatever prior or
partially data-based information we may have regarding these unknowns to obtain
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Figure 2. A: Tot N surface; B: Org C surface; C: Mean predicted Tot N surface under
Model I; D: Mean predicted Org C surface under Model I.

some idea of what range they are likely to fall in. We use this range to develop
proper prior distributions, which are non informative (i.e., as vague) as possible
(in order to let the observed data drive the inference) while still retaining stable
computation. Details of the prior speciﬁcation and the posterior distribution are
supplied as Appendix. Comparison between true and predicted surfaces of the soil
nutrients and carbon using the model is presented in Figs. 2 and 3.
The resulting model is ﬁtted using simulation-based methods, i.e., Gibbs
sampling (Gelfand and Smith, 1990) and Markov chain Monte-Carlo methods. The
output from such simulation is sampled from the joint posterior distribution of
all model unknowns. Unfortunately, such model ﬁtting requires considerable effort
and time. The reward is exact inference (without relying on possibly inappropriate
asymptotics) and more accurate measurement of variability by capturing the
uncertainty regarding the model unknowns, which is not obtained using classical
statistical approaches. In fact, we know of no other way to ﬁt model (2) and (3).
Simpliﬁed versions may be ﬁtted using the E–M algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) to
obtain likelihood-based inference. But then we have concerns regarding associated
asymptotic variances.

6. Bayesian Prediction for Missing Values of Covariates
In order to make inferences about locations outside the data, some of the
explanatory spatial variables become unobtainable. These variables are percent
of impervious area and missing percent of lawn cover. Rather than relying on
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Figure 3. A: Inorg C surface; B: P surface; C: Mean predicted Inorg C surface under
Model I; D: Mean predicted P surface under Model I.

subjective or ad hoc determination of these missing explanatory variables, we choose
to krige missing percent of impervious area and missing percent of lawn cover in
order to have a complete set for prediction using our hierarchical model. In fact,
the kriging provides the entire set of missing percent of impervious area and
missing percent of lawn cover using joint spatial distribution for the plots. Such a
distribution should support (but not require) percent of impervious area and missing
percent of lawn cover for a given plot to be similar to that of its neighbors.

7. Model Determination
The model described using (2) and (3), has four levels of hierarchy, and is therefore
elaborate and challenging to ﬁt. Below we discuss the importance of this effort by
comparing our full model (called “Model I” hereafter) to two simpliﬁcations that
were easier to ﬁt and predict that result in Models II and III. Using the prediction
criterion, we show that they are not as good.
A crude model, which we will refer to as Model II, would use some crude
estimate for percent impervious area and percent lawn cover. For example, to
predict at a certain plot known to belong to a certain land-use type, the estimate
might be the sample averages obtained from that particular land-use type. Another
way to ﬁt the same model stated in (2) and (3) would be to omit the spatial random
effects of each of the speciﬁed distributions the model and carry out a similar
exercise of prediction. Let us refer to this non spatial hierarchical speciﬁcation
model as Model III.
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To obtain predictions at a new location indexed by j ∗ , using the four-level
hierarchical model in (2) and (3), ﬁrst the prediction of Pj ∗ and Lj ∗ would have to
be made given the posterior distribution of the unknowns. These estimates would
then be substituted in the appropriate equations to get the posterior predictive
distribution of Yij ∗ , i = 1 2 3 4. The outline of the posterior predictive inference is
given in Appendix, part B.
To compare the foregoing models we ﬁnd 95% posterior predictive intervals for
15 spatial points. These 15 points were left out from the data set to obtain a crossvalidation as well as model comparison. These 15 points were chosen so that they
covered all the 8 different land use types.

8. Model Results
The ﬁrst nutrient in our hierarchical model was total soil nitrogen, which was
explained using the percent of pervious area that was occupied by lawn and whether
the site had an agricultural history (Table 2). Of the variability not explained by
these two independent variables (median 21 + 12 = 0407), more than one third
could be attributed to spatial variation (median 21 = 0142). The correlation of the
median predicted values had a 0.94 correlation with the actual data. Nonsigniﬁcance
of any dependent variable was determined by the 95% posterior credible of the
corresponding regression coefﬁcient in the respective hierarchy of the model.
The best ﬁt model for organic carbon included as explanatory variables,
total nitrogen and percent impervious surface area, and in this case half of the
unexplained variance in the data (median 22 + 22 = 0230) was attributable to
spatial variation (median 22 = 0111). The correlation of the median predicted values
and the actual data was 0.94.
Only elevation was signiﬁcant in predicting inorganic carbon values but
posterior median prediction still accounted for 49% of the variability in the data

Table 2
Posterior sample summaries of the parameters in Model I
Parameter

2.5th%

Median

97.5th%

3.686
0.091
0.004
0.085
0.204
log(Organic Carbon)

3878
0326
0007
0142
0265

4073
0559
0010
0238
0343

1.715
0.847
0.067
0.070
0.087

2143
0945
257
0111
0119

2568
1043
512
0175
0161

log(Total Nitrogen)
Regression parameters
Intercept
Ever in agriculture(0–1)
% of lawn in pervious area
Spatial variance 21
Error variance 12
Regression parameters
Intercept
log(Tot N)
Percent impervious × 10−3
Spatial variance 22
Error variance 22
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Table 3
Posterior sample summaries of the parameters in Model I
Parameter

2.5th%

Median

97.5th%

8450
−0007
0510
0703

9371
−0005
0954
0969

−3744
0908
0192
0254

−3164
1047
0316
0338

log(Inorganic Carbon)
Regression parameters
Intercept
Elevation (meters)
Spatial variance 23
Error variance 32
Regression parameters
Intercept
log (Total N)
Spatial variance 24
Error variance 42

7490
−0009
0251
0470
log(Phosphorous)
−4354
0771
0115
0185

(Table 3). The correlation of the median predicted values and the actual data
was 0.87. Of the variability not explained by elevation (median 23 + 32 = 1213),
more than one third could be attributed to spatial variation (median 23 = 0510).
Extractable phosphorous was predicted using total nitrogen, with about half of

Table 4
Posterior sample summaries of the parameters in Model I
log(% of imp. area)

2.5%

Regression parameters
Intercept
11758
Landuse 4 (Urban Mixed)
−0972
Landuse 5 (Open;Water)
−2734
Landuse 6 (Open; Desert)
−2659
Landuse 7 (Agricultural Land)
−2844
Landuse 8 (Mixed)
−1501
Spatial variance 2P
0315
Error variance P2
0146
log(% area lawn cover)
Regression parameters
Intercept
0970
Landuse 2 (Mesic)
2641
Landuse 3 (Residential Mixed)
1773
Landuse 4 (Urban Mixed)
−6430
Landuse 4 (Urban Mixed)*elevation
0003
Landuse 4 (Urban Mixed)*ever in ag.
0976
Spatial variance 2L
0333
Error variance L2
0076

Med.

97.5%

13131
−0646
−1948
−2314
−2423
−0987
0432
0265

1510
−0330
−1153
−1967
−2002
−0467
0575
0462

1159
2983
2295
−3871
0009
1667
0419
0127

1351
3323
2814
−1305
0015
2358
0529
0221
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the unexplained variance (median 24 + 42 = 0446) coming from spatial variation
(median 24 = 0245). The correlation between the median predicted values and
actual data was 0.89.
For Bayesian kriging purposes, log(impervious area) was predicted by the last
ﬁve land-use types (Table 4), all of which are categorical variables. Correlation
between median predicted values and the data was 0.95. Spatial variation was
about 1.5–2 times as the residual error in the model. The percent of pervious area
covered by lawn was best predicted by three land use types (categorical variables)
(Table 4), two of which were non signiﬁcant in the percent impervious model,
and two interaction terms: mixed urban and ever in agriculture, mixed urban and
elevation. The correlation between actual data and median predicted values was
0.92. Spatial variation was about 3–4 times the residual variance in the model. For
both variables (percent impervious area and percent of pervious area covered by
lawn) we took the log transformation to symmetrize the very much skewed data.
In Tables 5, 6, and 7, prediction inferences at 15 hold-out points are made
using the three models described in the previous section. These prediction inferences
include 95% posterior predictive intervals given by the posterior predictive 2.5 and
97.5th percentiles and a point level prediction given by the posterior predictive
median or 50th percentile. The ﬁrst inference in Table 5 corresponds to Model I,
the second inference in Table 6 to Model II, and the 3rd inference in Table 7 to
Model III. The intervals which fail to include the real observation are marked in
italics. Many of the predictive intervals corresponding to Model III (the non spatial
model) fail to include the real observation. Model II which uses point estimates for
% impervious area and % lawn cover fails to capture the real observation for two

Table 5
Model I: Posterior predictive intervals of the 15 points that were
held out of the models during model development
Obs.
4.97
3.38
5.47
3.85
4.56
3.98
3.84
4.67
3.75
5.52
3.88
4.4
4.9
4.1
2.69

(2.5th%, Med., 97.5th%)
log(Total N)
(3.13 4.30 5.55)
(3.14 4.32 5.52)
(3.41 4.58 5.86)
(3.11 4.25 5.42)
(2.58 3.85 5.08)
(2.57 3.84 5.07)
(2.46 3.76 5.00)
(3.11 4.42 5.67)
(2.98 4.18 5.36)
(3.78 4.95 6.17)
(3.33 4.51 5.70)
(3.28 4.42 5.58)
(3.13 4.32 5.57)
(2.59 3.84 5.07)
(2.43 3.70 4.90)

Obs.
6.93
5.20
7.87
5.71
6.72
6.22
6.14
6.77
5.81
7.43
6.38
6.71
6.87
6.32
3.89

(2.5th%, Med., 97.5th%)
log(Org C)
(6.29 7.15
(4.66 5.53
(6.58 7.43
(5.19 6.03
(5.56 6.46
(5.11 6.04
(4.91 5.89
(5.74 6.67
(5.04 5.91
(6.81 7.68
(5.15 6.02
(5.60 6.42
(5.96 6.84
(5.22 6.11
(3.83 4.79

8.05)
6.39)
8.35)
6.83)
7.41)
6.95)
6.76)
7.58)
6.76)
8.55)
6.90)
7.26)
7.74)
7.06)
5.67)
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Table 6
Model II: Posterior predictive intervals of the 15 points that were
held out of the models during model development
Obs.
4.97
3.38
5.47
3.85
4.56
3.98
3.84
4.67
3.75
5.52
3.88
4.4
4.9
4.1
2.69

(2.5th%, Med., 97.5th%)
log(Total N)
(3.11 4.29 5.54)
(3.09 4.26 5.47)
(3.59 4.79 6.05)
(3.12 4.26 5.43)
(2.58 3.85 5.08)
(2.57 3.84 5.07)
(2.46 3.76 5.00)
(3.06 4.37 5.61)
(2.99 4.19 5.37)
(3.65 4.81 6.04)
(3.26 4.45 5.64)
(3.43 4.57 5.73)
(3.13 4.32 5.57)
(2.59 3.84 5.07)
(2.58 3.86 5.05)

Obs.
6.93
5.20
7.87
5.71
6.72
6.22
6.14
6.77
5.81
7.43
6.38
6.71
6.87
6.32
3.89

(2.5th%, Med., 97.5th%)
log(Org C)
(4.87 6.35
(4.81 6.31
(4.72 6.24
(4.75 6.25
(4.53 6.06
(4.66 6.17
(4.69 6.17
(4.61 6.17
(4.74 6.25
(4.82 6.27
(4.76 6.29
(4.89 6.25
(4.66 6.12
(4.49 6.16
(4.78 6.25

7.86)
7.75)
7.79)
7.75)
7.62)
7.72)
7.75)
7.74)
7.78)
7.83)
7.84)
7.75)
7.62)
7.63)
7.88)

Table 7
Model III: Posterior predictive intervals of the 15 points that were
held out of the models during model development
Obs.
4.97
3.38
5.47
3.85
4.56
3.98
3.84
4.67
3.75
5.52
3.88
4.4
4.9
4.1
2.69

(2.5th%, Med., 97.5th%)
log(Total N)
(3.39 4.30 4.71)
(3.76 4.32 5.01)
(4.09 4.34 5.32)
(4.10 4.35 5.35)
(3.40 4.12 4.76)
(3.19 4.10 4.46)
(3.58 4.12 4.83)
(4.06 4.34 5.28)
(4.11 4.35 5.34)
(3.64 4.31 4.89)
(3.43 4.30 4.71)
(3.75 4.32 5.02)
(4.06 4.34 5.36)
(3.90 4.15 5.15)
(3.44 4.12 4.65)

Obs.
6.93
5.20
7.87
5.71
6.72
6.22
6.14
6.77
5.81
7.43
6.38
6.71
6.87
6.32
3.89

(2.5th%, Med., 97.5th%)
log(Org C)
(5.51 6.17
(5.89 6.18
(6.08 6.19
(6.09 6.19
(5.55 6.19
(5.68 6.31
(5.94 6.25
(6.08 6.19
(6.09 6.19
(5.58 6.17
(5.58 6.17
(5.84 6.18
(6.08 6.19
(6.17 6.27
(5.56 6.17

6.69)
6.90)
7.14)
7.23)
6.70)
6.80)
7.03)
7.16)
7.23)
6.68)
6.69)
6.91)
7.18)
7.27)
6.63)
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observations while Model I (the full model mentioned via (2) and (3)) is successful
in capturing all the real observations within the 95% posterior predictive intervals.

9. Conclusion and Discussion
To summarize what we have accomplished, we have formulated a phenomenological
hierarchical model at the pixel level, which explains soil nutrient concentrations
given elevation, percent of lawn cover, and the categorical variable that states
whether the plot was ever used for agriculture or not (1–0). We have also been
able to explain the nature of interdependence among these different soil nutrient
concentrations. We have used a stochastic, spatial Bayesian kriging strategy to
handle prediction at new locations where the percent of impervious area and percent
of lawn cover are unavailable by predicting these unavailable covariates using the
hierarchical model and using these predictions to make farther predictions on soilnutrient concentrations. At this point, we have noted the importance of land-use
as a driver for the afore-mentioned two independent variables. This is how socioeconomic variables and land-use play an important role in spatial variation of
the soil-chemical concentrations in the area of study. We have introduced spatial
smoothing for each of the four response variables used in the hierarchical model
and have seen predictive mean surfaces that are close to the real data surface. For
all models, posterior predicted values are highly correlated with actual data. We see
that total nitrogen, organic carbon, and phosphorous concentrations increase with
increase in the urbanization covariates. We have argued and demonstrated that
our hierarchical model captures uncertainty, which was underestimated by simpler
models. We have also shown the sort of statistical inference that is possible with our
hierarchical model, particularly with regard to the spatial smoothing.
As noted earlier, ours is just one example of the many types of models that
could be constructed to explain the variability in this dataset. For example, another
covariate used for explaining the soil-nutrient concentrations might be the depth
of the soil. If there are data sets for multiple depths then depth could be used as
covariate information.
Our present application has led to a model for land-use, which is static, since
we lack temporal information. We could extend the model described in (2) and
(3) if the data were temporal. Formally, we need only to add a subscript t to
those measurements which change over time. Spatio-temporal random effects W·jt
could be introduced to capture association across both space and time. So far, the
model described by (2) and (3) studies the assocation among different explanatory
variables with the responses, and the association among the responses themselves.
The model also gives a framework for prediction at new locations. In addition to
(and making use of) the fully Bayesian spatial model formulated here, one could
introduce directional gradients in the soil nutrient concetration surfaces that study
directional changes and ﬁnd the second order behavior (as opposed to the ﬁrst order
behavior given by the mean) of these surfaces. Such gradient behaviors have been
introduced in the past by Gelfand et al. (2003) used in the context of land-prices by
Majumdar et al. (2006). Speciﬁcally in this context, such directional gradients could
study the effect of say, urbanization or desertiﬁcation or any other possible socioeconomic change at the inﬁnitesimal level. For ecologists, hierarchical Bayesian
models represent a new tool for quantifying patterns and processes in nature. The
major strengths, as illustrated here and outlined by Clark (2005) are that: (1) the
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approach enables models that reﬂect the real-world connectedness of dependent and
independent variables; (2) they allow multiple regression to be combined with spatial
dependence; and (3) they enable stochastic predictions for points outside the data
set. It is difﬁcult to imagine an ecological modeling problem that would not beneﬁt
from at least one of these capabilities.

Appendix
A. Prior Details
To complete the speciﬁcation of the hierarchical model we require priors for the
i· ’s, the ·2 ’s, the · ’s and the 2· ’s. In particular, we assume independent ﬂat normal
priors for the i· , Inverse Gamma·  ·  for ·2 , Inverse Gamma ·   · 
for the error variance 2· and Gamma ·   ·  for the decay parameter · .
In particular, ·2 ∼ IG·  2 and 2· ∼ IG ·  2. This speciﬁcation has inﬁnite
variance. We choose · ,  · so that the means of the ·2 and 2· are data-centered
so as to make the convergence of the chain faster.
B. Posterior Distribution
Here we provide a detailed derivation of the posterior distributions that were used
for the developments in the details of Model (2) and (3). We initially focus on the
parameters in the model and then describe how posterior simulations obtained for
the parameters can be used for prediction purposes.
Let Y denote the vector of arranged in sub-vectors corresponding to total N,
organic C, inorganic C, and extractable PO3−
4 i.e.,
YT = Y1T      Y4T 
with
Yi = Yi1      YiN T
the log transformation of the ith soil-concentrate for N spatial points. The vector
of parameters for data from model (2) and (3)
 T
T
T
T
T = P·
 L·
 1·
     4·
 P2  L2  12      42 

× 21      24 

P

L

1    

2
2
4 P  L

then has the associated likelihood function


N 

2
−N −N
2 −1
T
LY L P  W  ∝ P P exp −2P 
Pj − WPj − XPj P·
j=1


×

−N −N
L L exp

−1

−2L2 

N 


T
Lj − WLj − XLj
L

2



j=1

×

4

i=1


−N −N
i i exp

−1

−2i2 

N 


Yij − Wij − XijT i·

j=1

2
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with Yij  Wij , i = 1     4 being the log soil concentrations and the spatial
components associated with log soil-chemical concentrations for the jth spatial
point and X·j is the jth row corresponding to the matrix Xi which entails
the regressor variables corresponding to the conditional distribution of Yi given
Y1      Yi−1 . The developments in the “Model details” section now entail that the
joint distribution of Y, P, L, W, and  is the product of LY P L  W  with the
prior density
 W = WP  P· 
×

4


P 

  
P2  2P WL  L· 



L 

  
L2  2L



   
Wi  i·  i  i2  2i 

i=1

The next step is to derive the posterior densities for each of  the components
of that will allow us to carry out Bayesian inference via the multi-stage Gibbs
sampler. For this development we will employ the symbol “\” to indicate removal
of a particular parameter or parameters from .
We begin the marginalization process by noting that the posterior density for
2
i is




i2

 Y L P W \i2




∝

i−N

exp −

N 


Yij − Wij −

2
XijT i· /2i2



j=1

−2 +1

× i



exp − /i2 

From this it follows that i2  Y L P W \i2 has an inverse gamma distribution
2
with parameters 2−1 N +  and 2−1 Nj=1 Yij − Wij − Xij T i·  +  . Hence, we can
show that ·2  Y L P W \·2 has an inverse gamma distribution with parameters
2
2−1 N +  and 2−1 Nj=1 ··j − W·j − X·jT ··  +  .
Similarly, we can show that the posterior distribution 2·  Y P L W \ 2· has
an inverse gamma distribution with parameters 2−1 N +  and 2−1 W·T CW·  · 
W· +  . Here CW·  ·  is a N × N variance–covariance matrix corresponding to
prior of the spatial component W· .
For the joint posterior distribution of the vectors i·  i = 1     4, we obtain:


N 
 −1 
2
i  Y P L W \i·  ∝ exp − 2i2

Yij − Wij − XijT i·
j=1

This leads to i·  Y P L W \i· having a multivariate normal distribution
with posterior mean

˜ i = i

i−2

N



Xij Yij − Wij 

j=1

and posterior variance–covariance matrix

−1
i = i2 XiT Xi 
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In a similar fashion, we can show that ··  Y P L W \·· has a multivariate
normal distribution with posterior mean


N

˜ · = P ·−2
X·j ·j − W·j 
j=1

and posterior variance–covariance matrix
−1

· = ·2 X· T X·  
The posterior distribution of

·

can be derived as follows. First, observe that:


 · Y P L W \ ·  ∝ exp −2 2· −1 W·T CW· 

· W·



exp −

 −1

·

The above expression has no closed form, and we use the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm (Hastings, 1970) to sample from this distribution within a Gibbs sampler.
In order to ﬁnd the posterior predictive distribution of Yij ∗  Y P L W ,
T
we note
 that
 Yij ∗  Y P L W  = Xij ∗ i·s + Wij ∗ + ij ∗ , where ij ∗  Y P L W,
2
 ∼ N 0 i . Thus, from the S subsamples  , s = 1     S, generated in the MCMC
step we can further generate subsamples of the posterior predictive distribution of
T
s
Yij ∗ Y P L W . That is, we can compute Xijs ∗ i·
+ Wijs ∗ + ijs ∗ , s = 1     S for
∗
s
any particular choice of j and i. Here ij ∗ is simulated from a zero mean, normal
distribution with variance equal to the 2i component of s and XijsT∗ can be derived
from the sth sample of the predictive distribution of Lj ∗  Pj ∗  Y P L W . We
can then ﬁnd the median and the 95% posterior predictive intervals by evaluating
the corresponding 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the the posterior predictive
distribution.
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